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Gwen Report Portal User Guide

Gwen provides seamless integration with Report Portal and supports the following features:
• Asynchronous reporting
• Reruns and/or merges
• Source reference attributes
• File attachments
• Error traces
• Screenshots
• Meta reporting
• StepDef reporting
• Tag and annotation reporting
• Heartbeat for monitoring connection availability
• Various Test case ID generation strategies

To integrate Gwen with report portal (RP): 
• Configure your report portal settings
• Launch Gwen over your existing feature suite

That's it! No development required. The results of all evaluated Gherkin nodes in your feature files will 
be asynchronously sent to your report portal server when Gwen is launched to execute your features.

Configuration Settings

Configure the following properties in your Gwen settings file.

Mandatory Settings
rp.endpoint = http://[host]:[port] 
rp.uuid = [report-portal-api-key] 
rp.launch = [launch-name] 
rp.project = [project-name] 

Optional Settings
rp.rerun = false 
rp.rerun.of = [launch-id] 
rp.enable = true 
rp.description = My RP launch 
rp.attributes = key:value; value; 
rp.reporting.async = true 
rp.convertimage = false 
rp.mode = DEFAULT 
rp.skipped.issue = false 
rp.batch.size.logs = 10 
rp.keystore.resource = [JKS-file-path] 
rp.keystore.password = [JKS-password] 

See also: report portal settings.

https://reportportal.io/
https://gweninterpreter.org/
https://github.com/gwen-interpreter/gwen/wiki/Runtime-Settings
http://[
https://github.com/reportportal/client-java#jvm-based-clients-configuration


Additional Settings

In addition to the standard report portal settings, Gwen also provides the following settings. See 
Appendix for more details on each.

# Send meta reports?  true | false  (default is false) 
gwen.rp.send.meta = false 

# Send step defs?  inlined | nested | none  (default is none) 
gwen.rp.send.stepDefs = none 

# Send failed step defs?  inlined | nested  | none  (default is inlined) 
# Honoured only if gwen.rp.stepDefs = none 
gwen.rp.send.failed.stepDefs = inlined 

# Log error trace on failed steps?  attached | inlined | none  (default is none) 
gwen.rp.send.failed.errorTrace = none 

# Log environment trace of failed steps?  attached | inlined | none  (default is none) 
gwen.rp.send.failed.envTrace = none 

# Log hierarchy in failed steps?  attached | inlined | none  (default is inlined) 
gwen.rp.send.failed.hierarchy = inlined 

# Send breadcrumb attributes?  true | false  (default is false) 
gwen.rp.send.breadcrumbs = false 

# Send error blocks to description of failed steps?  all | leaf | none  (default is none) 
gwen.rp.send.failed.errorBlocks = none 

# Send tags to report portal?  true | false  (default is true) 
gwen.rp.send.tags = true 

# Send annotations to report portal?  true | false  (default is false) 
gwen.rp.send.annotations = false 

# Surround all markdown content with triple back ticks to force block style render 
# true | false (default is true) 
gwen.rp.send.markdownBlocks = true 

# Monitor report portal connection and fail fast when offline? true | false (default is true) 
# When enabled, connection is checked before the first step in each scenario is executed 
gwen.rp.heartbeat = true 
gwen.rp.heartbeat.timeoutSecs = 3 

# Test case ID generation? nodePath+params | sourceRef+params | nodePath | sourceRef | auto 
(default is nodePath+params) 
gwen.rp.testCaseId.keys = nodePath+params 

# Send debug logs (node paths & params) to report portal?  true | false  (default is false) 
gwen.rp.debug = false 



Launch Gwen 

To send Gwen results to report portal

Ensure that you have your Settings configured, and add the -f/--format rp option to your Gwen 
invocation to send results to report portal.

./gwen -b -f rp features/todo

or ./gwen -b --format rp features/todo

To generate both HTML reports and send results to report portal

Add the -r target/reports -f html,rp option to your Gwen invocation to generate the 
standard Gwen HTML report and send results to report portal also (the -r option specifies the local 
directory to write the HTML report to and is required by that option).

./gwen -b -r target/reports -f rp,html features/todo

or ./gwen -b -r target/reports --format rp,html features/todo

Rerun/Merge Capability

Gwen generates a hidden target/.rp-rerun.properties file in the directory where Gwen is 
invoked with the -f rp report portal option. This file records the last report portal launch ID and is 
implicitly loaded on subsequent Gwen invocations if rp.rerun=true is provided to facilitate a rerun/
merge of the current execution results into the previous launch results in report portal.

# -------------------------------------------- 
# Report Portal Rerun File (generated by Gwen) 
# -------------------------------------------- 

# ID of last report portal launch. This property is implicitly loaded when  
# Gwen is launched with the rp.rerun=true property to facilitate rerun/merge  
# of the current execution results into the previous launch in report portal. 
rp.rerun.of = <report-portal-launch-ID> 

By default, every invocation of Gwen with the -f rp report portal option will send results to a new 
launch in report portal unless the rp.rerun=true option is specified. In the latter case Gwen will 
report results to the launch in report portal identified by the rp.rerun.of property in the rerun file 
saved by the previous launch.

https://github.com/gwen-interpreter/gwen/wiki/Evaluation-Reports


Merging into the Previous Launch

Example of merging the results of 3 consecutive Gwen invocations into a single launch in report 
portal:

Invocation 1: 
- Gwen is invoked to run features 1 to 8 in parallel (with no rerun options)

- The results of features 1 to feature 8 are reported in a new launch in report portal
- Gwen saves the report portal launch ID to the rerun file

Invocation 2: 
- Gwen is invoked a second time to run features 9 to 15 in sequence with -Drp.rerun=true command line option

- Gwen loads the rp.rerun.of property from the rerun file created by previous invocation 1
- The results of feature 9 to feature 15 are merged into the previous launch in report portal 
- Gwen saves the report portal launch ID to the rerun file

Invocation 3: 
- Gwen is invoked a third time to run features 15 to 20 in parallel with -Drp.rerun=true command line option

- Gwen loads the rp.rerun.of property from the rerun file created by previous invocation 2
- The results of feature 15 to feature 20 are merged into the same previous launch in report portal  
- Gwen saves the report portal launch ID to the rerun file

Merging will cease and a new launch will be created in report portal on the next Gwen invocation that 
does not specify the -Drp.rerun=true command line option (or that explicitly specifies 
-Drp.rerun=false instead).

Merging/Rerunning into an Arbitrary Launch

To rerun or merge the results to a specific Launch in report portal, just specify both the 
-Drp.rerun=true and -Drp.rerun.of=<launchID> options in your call to Gwen. Alternatively, 
you can store these in a properties file loaded into Gwen (without the -D prefix which is only required 
on the command line).

Gwen also logs the launch ID to the launch level log of every launch in report portal. You can retrieve 
the launch ID of any launch from those logs in report portal and assign them to the -Drp.rerun.of 
property to target that launch. Gwen Specific Report Portal Settings

Attaching Files
Arbitrary files can be attached to both HTML and report portal reports via the following DSL step:

I attach "<filepath>" as "<name>" 

Where:

- <filepath> = path to file to upload to report portal (absolute or relative to Gwen launch directory)
- <name> = the name to associate to the file

You can use this step anywhere in any meta or feature file and can call it multiple times with different 
parameters to attach multiple files.



Appendix: Additional Report Portal Settings
Send Meta
gwen.rp.send.meta 

• true - Sends meta load results in addition to feature execution results
• false (default) - Sends feature execution results only

gwen.rp.send.meta = false

gwen.rp.send.meta = true



Send StepDefs
gwen.rp.send.stepDefs 

• inlined - Sends step definitions as inlined steps
• nested - Sends step definitions as nested steps
• none - (default) Does not send step definitions

gwen.rp.send.stepDefs = inlined

gwen.rp.send.stepDefs = nested



gwen.rp.send.stepDefs = none



Send Failed StepDefs

gwen.rp.send.failed.stepDefs 

- Honoured only when gwen.rp.send.stepDefs = none

• inlined - (default) Sends failed step definitions as inlined steps
• nested - Sends failed step definitions as nested steps
• none - Does not send failed step definitions

gwen.rp.send.stepDefs = none 
gwen.rp.send.failed.stepDefs = inlined



gwen.rp.send.stepDefs = none 
gwen.rp.send.failed.stepDefs = nested

gwen.rp.send.stepDefs = none 
gwen.rp.send.failed.stepDefs = none



Log Error Trace
gwen.rp.send.failed.errorTrace 

• attached - Attaches error trace files to logged error messages
• inlined - Appends error traces to logged error messages
• none - (default) Does not log error traces

gwen.rp.send.failed.errorTrace = attached

gwen.rp.send.failed.errorTrace = inlined



gwen.rp.send.failed.errorTrace = none



Log Environment Trace
gwen.rp.send.failed.envTrace 

• attached - Attaches env trace files to error logs
• inlined - Appends env error traces to logged error messages
• none - (default) Does not log env traces

gwen.rp.send.failed.envTrace = attached

gwen.rp.send.failed.envTrace = inlined



gwen.rp.send.failed.envTrace = none



Log Failed Step Hierarchy
gwen.rp.send.failed.hierarchy 

• attached - Attaches call hierarchy files to error logs
• inlined - (default) Appends call hierarchies to logged error messages
• none - Does not log call hierarchies 

gwen.rp.send.failed.hierarchy = attached

gwen.rp.send.failed.hierarchy = inlined



gwen.rp.send.failed.hierarchy = none



Send Breadcrumbs
gwen.rp.send.breadcrumbs 

• true - Sends feature, scenario, and step attributes
• false - (default) Does not send feature, scenario, or step attributes

gwen.rp.send.breadcrumbs = true

gwen.rp.send.breadcrumbs = false



Send Error Blocks
gwen.rp.send.failed.errorBlocks 

• all - Appends error block to the description of all failed steps
• leaf - Appends error block to the description of failed leaf steps only
• none - (default) Does not append error blocks to any step descriptions 

gwen.rp.send.failed.errorBlocks = all

gwen.rp.send.failed.errorBlocks = leaf



gwen.rp.send.failed.errorBlocks = none



Send Tags

gwen.rp.send.tags 

• true - (default) Sends tags in features (or meta) to report portal as attributes
• false - Does not send any tags in features (or meta) to report portal

Tags are arbitrary labels on a feature or scenario, e.g: @Todo, @Wip, @UAT)

gwen.rp.send.tags = true



Send Annotations

gwen.rp.send.annotations 

• true - Sends annotations in features (or meta) to report portal as attributes
• false - (default) Does not send any annotations in features (or meta) to report portal

Behaves similar to gwen.rp.send.tags (in previous section) except is concerned with annotations 
instead.

Annotations are reserved Gwen tags that control runtime aspects, e.g: @Ignore, @Import("file.meta")

gwen.rp.send.tags = false



Markdown

gwen.rp.send.markdownBlocks 

• true - (default) Send all markdown content to report portal in triple back-ticked blocks
• false - Send all content to report portal as is (unmodified for markdown)

When enabled, surrounds all markdown content with triple back ticks to force block style render and 
preserve original text as much as possible in report portal markdown view.

Heartbeat

gwen.rp.heartbeat 

• true - (default) Checks report portal connection on each scenario and fails fast if offline
• false - Does not check report portal connection

When enabled, Gwen will send a HTTP GET request to the RP endpoint before executing the first 
step in each Scenario and fail fast if a non 200 response code is returned. When disabled, no 
connection checks will be performed and processing will continue regardless of RP connection state.

gwen.rp.heartbeat.timeoutSecs 

• number - timeout seconds (default is 3)

Sets the number of seconds to wait for heartbeat to establish a connection. If the connection cannot 
be established within the set timeout period, then Gwen will fail fast and report the timeout condition.

gwen.rp.send.markdownBlocks = true



Test Case ID Keys

gwen.rp.testCaseId.keys 

• nodePath+params - (default) Generates test case ID based on node path and params
• sourceRef+params - Generates test case ID based on sourceRef and parameters
• nodePath - Generates test case ID based on node path only
• sourceRef - Generates test case ID based on source reference only
• auto - Uses the auto generation mechanism of client-java RP library (codeRef + params)

Test case IDs are used by report portal to identify nodes and associate timelines and history. Each 
node in RP should have a unique ID to ensure its history is not shared with other nodes.

Send Debug Logs

gwen.rp.debug 

• true - Sends node paths and parameters to report portal debug log for all nodes
• false - (default) Does not send any debug logs to report portal

gwen.rp.debug = true


